Featuring Tahoe Ski Week by Mara Penny.

Peaks and Valleys was made with 1 pad of Cake Mix Recipe 1.

Fabric Requirements:

1 - Tahoe Ski Week Layer Cake (13340LC)
1 - Bella Solids 9900 98 Layer Cake (9900LC 98)
*Or 3 yards if using yardage

5/8 yard for binding
4 1/4 yards for backing
**Cutting:**
Only if using yardage for Background ~ Cut the following:

- Cut 9 strips - 10” x 42” wof. Subcut into (36) 10”x10” squares.

**Assembly:** *After making the half-triangle squares - HTSs - all seams are a scant ¼”.*

You will need 36 total recipe cards. In a Tahoe Ski Week Layer Cake, there are 2 squares of each print—you will need both squares to make the large flying geese units, so make sure to choose 2 squares each of 18 different fabric prints. Layer 1 Print and 1 Background square - 10” x 10” - with right sides together. Pin the paper on top of the lighter fabric and stitch on the dotted lines - stitch 36 recipe cards.

Cut the grid apart on the solid lines - use the outside line for the 4” finished HTS. Press the seams to the darker fabric with paper still on. Remove paper. Trim the points!

Join 2 matching 4” finished HTSs with a scant ¼” seam allowance to make the small flying geese blocks. Make 72 small flying geese.

Join 2 matching 8” finished HTSs with a scant 1/4” seam allowance to make the large flying geese blocks. Make 18 large flying geese.

Assemble blocks into 6 columns, mixing the prints in each. There will be 4 columns of 18 small flying geese, and 2 columns of 9 large flying geese. All geese should be flying the same direction. Join the columns to finish the quilt top.

Quilt and bind as desired.